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ABSTRACT
The basic a pp roaches to image registration are surveyed.
Three image models are p resented as models of the sutpixel
orohleme A variety of ap p roaches to the analysis of subpixel
analysis are oresented using these modelse
I- ,
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T his report summari=es studies conducted on Research
rP t a tiv e to Automated Multisensor Image Registration, during the
Poric,d 4prit '1 9"1 - Ap ril 14L2 by Dr. Laveen N. Kxnal (Princioal
Invest icator), *'r. David Lavine, Mr,
	 Charles Ner oRan and pr. Fric
btu ,4 .	 This work was sup p orted in Part by NASA Grant NAG5-154 to
the universit y of Mar y land and in p art by L.N.K. Corporation,
Si lver Sprina, Ma. The main purp ose of these etudies was to
review current approaches to image re g istration relevant to
Landsat images with em p hasis on feature matching
 and suhpixel
accurac y • and to recommend research which should be pursued in
the area of reg ist rat ion error and subpixe t accurac y
 analysis and
estimation.
Dr. N.K. Ramaprivan, Information Extraction Branch, Code
933* NASA uoddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD served as
technical officer for the NASA grant. The p rincioat investigator
is nratefut to hr. p ama p riyan for hel p ful ciscussion and for the
references orovided by Dr. R ama p riyan on Landsat image orocossing
,rocedures .
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I. introc+ uction and Summary
This report deals with two aspects of image registration
encountered in the p rocessing of Lanasat images: feature matching
anj sub —pixel accuracy. Many recent research efforts in the area
of re g istration have considered the need to transform images into
a	 torn	 more
	 suitable	 for accurate registration.	 These
transformations range from simple linear filters to complicated
procedures baseu on knowledge based image segmentation. The
:esicn of o p timal transformations is difficult due to the wide
ran_c of ty p es of transformations under consideration.
Certain classes of transformations yield highly simplified
imaces which may be registered either as rectangular arrays of
Pixels or as sets of features. Examoles of such simplified
ima g es are binary ecge and sparse point images. Registration of
e-j^e and ooint ima es appears to be robust in com parison with
many t4rey — Level correlation methous.
	 Edge and point
	 image
r-^jistratior are important. In Section II we briefty review
basic methoas in this area. we also include a description of
work we have done with one type of feature matching pro.edure.
Section III is a brief review of work on estimation of
	 the
errors inherent in image matchin g .	 This material is particularly
i,mpert ant ,
	 since	 large errors in a matching scheme p reclude the
p assi7ility of extracting suopixel information from that
	 scheme.
Inclin ed 	 in this	 section is a aiscussion of a paper describing
t'iv selection of control p oints to minimize matching errors.
Analytical stu •fies in the area of suo
—pixel
	 accuracy have
jeer Limiteo.
	 In Section IV we give an overview of some basic
i ,ijeas in the area.
	 Though	 the	 analysis
	 of	 this
	 section	 is
limitecq	 we feel
	
that
	 a more detailed analysis of these model
situ,;t ions is teas ible.
:ection V contains a jescription of
	 the	 research we are
recomnen,,in
	 on elge — based image matching ana the analysis of
suz p ixeL accuracy.	 Three distinct a pproaches are described,
ranc_.in; from a selection of "test" edge features to a theoretical
analysis of	 the	 maxim;,m	 accuracy attainable in a mathematical
model e` the image.
	 The last section, the bibliography, includes
(2)
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some items not cited in the body of the report. F or the sake of
comoteteness, we have included many articles on image matching
which have indirect bearing on feature matchine or sub—pixel
accurac y
 since they do contain ootentialty usefutt information on
fitterinu
-
 and image modetina.
(3)
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The recent development of various registration algorithms
enn,teyinci some ty p e of feature matching emphasizes the need for
more detailed analysis of the capabilities of feature matching.
in tnis section we describe a feature matchin g
 sethod, called the
Abstract Vector Matchin g 'A ethod (AV), which has performed welt in
simulation as well as experimentation with aerial imagery. The
Landsat registration accuracy re quirements reouire high accuracy
on a large p ercentage of the images processed. To ensure this* a
re g istration method must be insensitive to many sources of
,;re y -levet variation such as crop growth, soil moisture and very
vocal scene changes.	 Feature matching methoos offer considerable
promise in p reviding this robustness. A variety of studies
performed Ly L9 0'.K. Cor poration have led us to believe that the
A.V. method captures many of the desirable crooerties of other
te.ture matchinn methods while incorporatin g some new approaches
to the erobtem,
Tne basic a.V# method can be stated brie f ly. First, find a
set of points of interest in the image, such as road
intersections or p oints of hi g h curvature on curves such as
rivers.	 Seconc', select
	
certain pairs of those points to be
joined by vectors. he vectors may he real image edges or
dr;,itrary cairinas of points, which we call abstract vectors.
Thirdt carry out the same procedure on a map or a control image.
Fourth, f or each vector in one image, deter-wine which vector in
the other image could align with it on the basis of len g th and
r.ossibly other factors such as image intensity on the two sides
of the vectors.	 Fach possible matchin g
 pair leads to an offine
transformaticn taking one image to the other. Such a
transformation is g iven by a set of rotationg translation, and
^ossihle scale factors. The p arameters definino a transformation
may he thou g ht of as a p oint in Euclidean s p ace. Clusterin g is
performeo in this s p ace on	 the	 set	 of	 transformations
(4)
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corresponding to matching vectors.
	
The cluster centers are
regarded as p otential registration transformations. Sach such
tr4nsformation is then apolied to the vectors in the sensed inane
.A nc a figure of matchin g merit is comouted. The transformation
with the hiah a st merit is taken as the correct transformation.
T wo features of this aLcorithm deserve further comment.
First, the selection of intersections and abstract vectors adds
robustnpss to the detection process. Matchina procedures based
up on edges perform poorl y i f the edges become fragmented during
the uetection crocess, since the ends of the edges become
difficult to locate. In spite of this fra gmentation, the
intersection of edge secmonts is often preserved. While matching
could be p erformed directly on the set o f intersections, the
matching	 could be performed faster by imoosing additional
structure on the p oint set.	 Selecting pairs of p oints, joining
them by vectors and matching vectors is considerably faster than
investigating alt possible matchinas of points. Since
intersections maY be reliable even when edge endpoints are not,
we do not require pairs of endpoints to c orrespond to endpoints
of a real edce.
The second feature of interest in the al g orithm is the
clusterin g of transformations. Each matcnina of a vector in the
sensed image with a vector in the reference ima g e gives rise to a
feasible registration trans f ormation. Clustering transformations
corresponds to finding these transformations approximately
waximizina the numter of vectors matched. Clustering enables the
algorithm to avoid examination of many incorrect transformations.
(5)
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II.2 The tattell ealle n dilghtr
	
An image registration algorithm developed at 	 Rockwetl
Intern at ions t rorporat ion is described in C8e lsher et &L. 19'97.
The techni que is based on matching high contrast edges*
experiments have been oerformed in both the infrared and optical
portions of the spectrum. Since the oattern matcher was not
testes on Lan dsat data, it is diffieutt to extrapolate the
r►umerical results to Landsat registration accuracy. In s p ite of
this, the methods of analysis and the experimental results give
some	 insight	 into	 the	 possible	 benefits	 of	 subpixel
interpolation.
The feature extraction algorithms were designed to maximize
the p eak to sidelobe ratio, defined as the number of matching
features at the correct offset divided by the maximum number over
AL incorrect offsets. In order to carry out this maximization
the probability of the existence of a reference feature given a
sensed feature was determined and maximized for each feature
extraction algorithm. The ex p ected number of matching features
at the correct offset is:
N Prob(SIIR)
where Prob(SfIR) is the orooabilty of a match between a sensed t.;)
ano corresponding reference (R) feature at the correct offset,
and 14 is the number of features in the reference. At incorrect
offsets, sensed features are independent of corresponding
reference features. Thus the expected match at incorrect offsets
is given by:
N Prob (S)Prob(R)
where Prob(S) and Prob(R) are the sensed and reference feature
densities. Thus the ratio of the expected p eak to the expected
si ce lobe is
Prob(SILQ)	 1	 Prob(R/S)(?/S) Prob(S)Prob (—RT t Prob R
where Prob(P /S) is the p robability of a reference feature given a
sensed feature. The reason for choosing the feature extractor
maximizing P(R /S) is that Prob(R) can be com puted from the
reference image.
(6)
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Edge features were obtained by median filtering to remove
noise spikes• followed by the application of a gradient operator.
Further processing is done to remove the effects of local
variations in grey scale density, and finally a template
extractor is used to obtain the endroints. Spot features are
also extracted.
Each i+atu-e matching leads to a possible matching of a
reference to a sensed image. For N such possible matching we
denote the a posteriori probability of offset i being correct
given the sensed image by p(i /S), i=j,...,Ne using eayes theorem
it is seen that
P S)
in general flight information can be used to estimate p(i) 9 and
p (S) is common to the evaluation of all off sets • so it suffices
to compute p(S/i).
The sensed features, Sj , at the correct offset are assumed
to take the form
Sj = R) + 1J
where R  is the reference measurment and N	 is noise.	 The
measured	 features	 are	 mostly	 lengths.	 From the above
decomposition of	 Sit the following expressions for	 p(S/i)
results:
p(S/i) a p(W) s p(S - R)
where N,S, and R are vectors with	 coefficients aj , Si	 and R j
resoectively9	 Finally, assuming the errors are independent the
following expression for p(i /S) may be derived:
loglp(i/S)7 = log p (i) +	 logo(Sj
Som! modifications are reajired to handle problems with very
small probabilities. A distributional form for p must be assumed
with reasonable choices including the Gaussian, Laplacian and
Cauchy densities*
de may think of p(i/S) as a correlation surface which	 is a
function of offsets i.	 The surface is a pproximated by a
quadratic surface using interpolation on a 3x3 p ixet area or a
.>xS pixet area. Registration was p erformed on 3-D imagery using
tifteen ima g es. The root -mean-square registration error with no
interpolation was Z93 pixels. Using subpixet inter polation the
.average error was reduced to 1.° pixets. in onty one case was
the error increased using subpixet interpolation.
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The	 tr a ue— offs p etween correlation and feature matching have
not
	
Teen	 studied	 adenuatety.	 Ratkovic	 [I vT43	 outtines	 basic
issues	 in	 assessing	 this	 trade —off	 and	 describes	 a	 hybrid
correlator combining	 desirable features of both m e thods.	 Feature
„efir.itions	 are	 given	 and	 the	 relevance	 of	 feature
ch.,racteristics	 to correlation Performance	 are	 described.
Accuracy,	 as	 described	 in Ratkovic's	 work•	 refers	 to	 the
wiith	 arouna	 the	 true	 corretation peak	 in which a corretation
point	 is	 tikety	 te,	 ,Ae•	 rather	 than	 the	 accuracy	 attainebte
through	 interpolation	 of the corretation immct:on.	 Three basic
issues are discussed. 	 How	 noes	 one	 nuantify	 accuracy?	 what s
factors
	
affect
	
it?	 what	 methods improve	 it?	 I t 	 is	 assume d that
two	 stone	 matchin g	vrocess	 is	 avaitabte	 in	 which	 the	 first
sta g e 	 determines	 an	 aperoximate	 match,	 white the	 second	 stage
improves	 tocat	 accurac y of	 the	 registration,
Based on	 limited experiments,	 it	 appears	 that	 the	 three
' rimary	 factors	 affecting	 registration accuracy are the numher•
,ize,	 and mean	 intensity of	 homogeneous regions	 in the	 image.	 A
homogeneous	 renion	 is defimed	 to be a	 set of	 soatiatt y connected
& ix w ts	 wt; ich	 posses	 the	 yreperty	 of	 at	 least	 first—order
stationarity	 and	 oossible	 second —order	 stationarity.	 Several
experiments	 were	 conducted	 to	 determine	 the	 sinniticance	 of
homo,,enrous	 re g ions.	 First.	 a	 20	 x	 20	 ref e rence	 scene	 was
generated using	 a	 4aussian	 distribution	 with	 zero	 mean	 and
variance	 one.	 The	 center	 'G	 x	 10	 inane	 was	 designated	 a sensor
scene	 and correlated against
	 t he reference scene *	To	 introduce
the	 effect	 of	 nonhomoreneity•	 a	 bias	 value	 was	 added to	 att.
values	 in	 the	 left	 halt	 of	 the	 scene.	 Correlations	 were
performed
	
for	 offsets	 U	 =	 as	 the	 oils	 tevet
increased•	 the	 corretation	 function became	 prooressivety	 (tatter s
near	 its	 crake
Further ex periments	 were conducted with	 ERTS	 sateltite	 data
from	 severat	 tyoes	 of	 areas	 (agricutturat•	 mountain•	 suburban.
.nr cesert).	 The	 images	 were divided	 into	 homogeneous	 regions
snu	 correlations	 were performed	 in	 two ways.	 First	 the	 ordinary
(9)
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correlation of the sensor and reference ima g e was computed.
%Pit t each p ixel in a homogeneous region w•"i rep laced by the *tan
value of Pixel intensity in the region, and eorretation was
v-rformeo. Little difference was observed using the two t yees of
correlations,	 r rom the abGve exporiments t as MOLL as others,	 .I
i i atkcvic infers that the presence of large homo g eneous regions of
4i.nificantiy varying mean intensities are the major source of
;.eak spreading in the correlation function.
A "pure" feature matching algorithm was em p loyed using edoe
cetectors to determine region boundaries, Intersection points of
re,icn oounoaries were then extracted together and the number of
Lines meetin g, at such intersections was recorded.
	
A matching
procedure was then oopliea to the vertices, weighted by the
number cf intersectin g,: tines to determine the registration
transformation.
A feature matching correlation procedure was developed. The
images were orcomposed into homogeneous regions and each region
was indeoenoentty normalized to zero mean and the resulting
imacts were correlated, The Primary difference between this
i«etho-' a n a the "oure" feature matching -aethod is that in the
former, re^ion catches are weighted by their size. white they are
not in the latter.
The final catching al g orithm pro posed by Rstkovic is a
nycrid between correlation and feature matching. in this
at^,orithm the reference image is segmented into homogeneous
reSiens. A t each dis p lacement between the reference and the
sensed image• the sensed ima 5ie is segmented identically to the
re fe re nce image, and corresponding regions are normalized and
uorretated. The correlations in the individual regions are added
anc the registration transformation is computed from	 this
correlation function.	 'he hybrid ccrretaticn al gorithm avoi0s
the uifficutties of reliable feature extraction in the sensor
im#jge,
	
white
	
retaining	 the	 advantace of correctin g
 for
hof► o, e neous reg ions.
Feature matching and the hybrid al g orithm both essentially
rtinh-oass f ilter the im3ce to remove the effects if varying mean
—.
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int e nsities t p ; ween re3ions. This high—pass fitterinq, which has
received consideratle attention in recent years, is stilt not
.elt unaerstood with resoect to its rote in the correlation
process*
A conclusion of the Ratkovic study was that #
 in the presence
Of DLrety local noise, ordiiary correlation performed best among
the algorithms. For regionat noise, such as a bias value aided
to an entire region, resulting from such factors as soil moisture
ur cro p
 oevetopment, the oure feature extraction method performed
Lest. The Ny rid corretator live somewhat less accurate
rec;istration information than the pure feature extractor• but at
Less cost.
(11)
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T hr	 estisation	 of	 translation	 parameters	 in	 image
rec.i stration	 is	 a	 special.	 case	 of	 the	 image	 registration	 with	 an
.faire	 distortion.	 Local	 registration	 and	 false	 acquisition
rrobabilities	 in this	 more g enerat case were studied by mostafavi
A
and
	
Smith	 They determined the ootimal	 reference	 image
shave and size	 corres pondin g	to	 a	 g iven	 rotation	 and	 seating
Letween	 the	 reference	 and	 the	 sense	 im a ge•	 The rotation and
stating parameters
	
are determined, prior to	 registration,	 using
knowledge	 of	 the	 sensor position and attitude.	 In the presence
of	 rotation and scaling	 changes,	 two reference window	 oroperties
must	 be	 naLanced.	 First	 the window should be	 large enough	 to
obtain	 a	 re: i abl.e	 estimate	 c f	 the	 registration	 parameters.
Second,	 the	 window	 should	 be	 small	 enouq h 	 to	 p revent	 the
i
y e umrtric	 cistortion	 from	 deyradin3	 registration	 quality,	 which
can	 be	 caused	 by poor alignment	 of pixels	 that	 are	 far removed
from	 the	 center	 of	 rotation.
'R ostafavi	 and	 Smith	 draw	 further	 conclusions	 anout	 the
structure	 of	 ideal	 reference	 imanes.	 For	 a	 fixed	 rotation and
scat inr,	 change,	 they	 show	 there	 is	 an	 ideal	 reference	 ima g e	 size
and	 shape which minimized the 	 p robabilit y of	 selectin g	the wrong
lobe	 in the	 correlation	 function,	 There	 is	 an	 ideal	 reference
im"oe
	
size	 and shape	 which	 minimizes	 the	 error	 in	 registration,
given	 that	 the	 correct	 lobe	 is	 selected.	 The	 ideal	 window	 size
in	 the	 tatter	 case	 is	 smaller	 than	 the	 ideal	 window	 size	 in	 the
former case. 9rth the orobabitity of false acquisition and the
local re g istration error aepend cn the difference matrix I-A
where I cenotes the identity matrix and A defines a rotation and
scats cranne. Before di.-cussina the significance of these
conclusions• we p resent the assumptions of the model.
The reference itagep I• (x) = P(x), where x = ( x19 x 2 ) is a
function of two variables „here the origin is a ssumed to be the
reference point. The sensed images, I t (x) is g iven by
Ig(x) - P d (x) + N(x)
(12)
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where P d (x) is a geometricat ly distorted version of the reference
iwane and N(x) is additive noise. It is assumed that P(x) and
iJ O are uncorretated, zero-mean Gaussian random processes which
have snatialty shift-invariant, second-order statistics. In
adeition the cross-correlation is assumed to be Gaussian. The
patterns are assumed to he differentiabte in the mean-square
sense. The ceoretric distortion is given by
Pd(x) - P(g + t0)
where A represents a rotation ano a scale change and t 0 is a
translation. The basic measure of correlation acquisition
accuracy is the expected value of the correlation process of the
true translation divided dy the standard deviation of the
correlation process far fro% this point. The local registration
accuracy is a function of the gradient of the correlation
function at t,,. For a correct registration, this gradient should
to zero.
A basic difficulty in a p plying this work ties in the
assurr.otiors mace in the analysis. The ex pected value of the
correlation function at t 0 • and the standard deviation of the
correlation *ar from t0 are computes independently. Thus a !wore
realistic tut Less tractahle aro btem is to took at the value of
C(t0 ) and C1 = ( max C(t)l t far from t 0 ) for each realization
cf the Gaussian picture process and determine the probability of
the event C1 > C(t 0 ). Similarly, the value of the gradient of
C(t) as a measure of registration accurac y is difficult to relate
directly to the expected re g istration e rror in oixets.
(13)
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The variance of the translation error in registration is one
measure of registration p erformance. Two procedures for
estimatinn this variance CMceitlem and gvedtov 197 1 wilt be
descriteo in this section * white the variances compared using
these methods may be less than a oixet, the authors assume that
the tog likelihood function for the image to ima g e displacement
can be modetled by a second order potynomial. This assumption
goes not appear to be derivable from more fundamental properties
of their aodet, nor is any experimental evidence for its 	 }
plausibility provided. As a result of this assumptions the rote
of	 various	 correlation	 function interpolation schemes in
registration accuracy is bypassed, thus limiting the
effectiveness of these models for error variance * Though the
relevance of these variance estimation schemes is currently
Limited by the quadratic model, the basic ioeas of these methods
g ilt be presented due t o the possibility of future improvements
on the method.
In both methods, it is assumed a model for the underlying
image is known. Method 1) makes the following additional
assumptions:
1) The sensed image consists of additive noise
which is independent of the model.
_) The joint probability density function of the
noise is Gaussian.
3) The a priori distribution of the translation
parameters is uniform over the range of
interest.
4) The variance in the x and y directions may
be modelled separately.
S) The final result is dependent u pon a large
siynat to noise ratio.
The Likelihood function of the displacement parameters is given
(14)
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,.here
A(Tx, Ty) Pm(TX, T ) PM (TX , T )(f)
y
	
P6 (f)
A(Tx ,'y )	 = tiketihood	 function of the
the dis p lacement parameters	 and TyX
Pm (Tx ,Ty )	 = density function of	 the parametersi.
TX and T y, given the known signat
Pm (TX ,Ty ) (f)	 = conditional density of f (x,y)
given m(x,y,Tx ,T y )	 is present
PO O)	 = conditional density of 	 the f (x,y)	 given
m 	 x 9 y 9 T X , Ty )	 is absent
m(x,y,TX ,Ty )	 = known signal
	 as	 a	 function of
the spatial	 coordinates and the
displacement	 parameters
F (x,y)
	
= • (x,y)
	 + n(x,y)	 =	 received	 signal
n(x,y)	 =	 additive	 noise
The variance	 of	 the error	 in	 the	 x	 direction transtation
.ill
	
now he estimated.	 Denoting	 the estimates	 of	 TX
n
and Ty by Tx
A
and	 T y ,	 first	 expand	 the	 log-likelihood	 in a	 Taylor series about
T	 ,	 and then use the	 fact that	 at a	 maximum	 of	 the Likelihood
x
function,	 the	 first	 order derivatives	 are	 zero.	 The following
expression	 is	 ottained:
2	 n n
In A(TX, Ty)^ In A(TX, Ty ) + 1/2 3 In A (Tx, Ty) (Tx - Ty)
aTX
The variance in the x direction is then given by
n n
A 2	 a In A(TX , Ty) -1
X a - L 	 aT	 lX
Cxpandin_ A(T ,'y ) it :an be shown that
x
1	 EE Q	 amg (TX, ty ) am' d., ty)
px Sh Sh
aTx	 aTx
(15)
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Here, the Ggh are terms in
of the noise, g and h repr
and the sum is taken over
be simptifiec tc yield a
effective bandwidth and
directions@
the inverse of the covariance matrix
esent index pairs g=(xi,yj), h= (xXgy1)7
all indices. The above expression can
variance estimate in terms of the
si g nal to noise ratios in the x and y
The second method assumes the noise is additive and
independent of the signal; the noise spectrum is known and a
watched fitter is usede The basic model assumes the received
signal is a sus of tro output signats; the mode[ convolved with a
filter and the noise convolved with the same fitter *
 First the
functions representin g
 the Tittered model and the composite
filtered output signal are ex panded in Taylor series about the
true re g istration position. It is assumed that the filtered
out p uts are maximised at the true registration position.
App l y ing the corresp onding constraints on the derivatives, an
expression for the error variance is obtained in terms of the
filtered output noise and the filtered modet outputs By
selecting a Batched fitter, a variance estimate similar to that
of methoo one is obtained e
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T he spatiat distribution of ground control points (GCP) can
affect the accuracy of image registration. Clearly the number
anc location of SC p 's is constrained by the scene 	 under
consideration, tut	 subject to this •.onstraint, a registration
prooram must still select a set of around control p oints.	 This
selection orocedure should choose control points so as to
minimize the re gistration error. In a study of this orobtemt
Jrti [ 19;')7 developed an ex p ression for the mean s quare Landsat
(ASS registration error as a function of GCP locations. A
minimization procedure is then apotied to determine the optimal
GCP distribution.
Orti's procedure estimates the attitude and attitude of the
satellite f rom a set of GC P 's.	 ALL other mapoing functions
relating the raw and corrected images are assumed to be known. In
adoition it is assumed that within a Landsat frame the three
attitude anctes can he ad± enuately described b y cubic polynomials
o f tine ara tie attitude by a linear f un ct i on.	 Th us there are
fourteen coefficients to ue estimated. The error criterion is
the averdae error in these coefficients.
The geometr y
 of the transformation Protte+n w  Lt now be
describeo. Atl deviations are assumed to be small. The attitude
.no attitude deviations from the nominal values are given by
x - m + ktanG(p)
Y - w[1 + tan2G (p)] + htanG(p)
where p is the CC°'s oixet number within the scan tine measured
from its center, G ( P) i s the corresponding scan anglev zero at
the center of tie scan tine;	 ^ ,n, and K are the attitude
,ntjes, Citch, roll, and yaw and n is the relative altitude
deviationt all measured at the time when the GC D was seen by the
satellite• here x and y reoresent the GCP controt differences in
position along and across t h e orbital track on a ^lane tan g ent to
the earth through the nadir point of the imaae.
	 The x and y
cooruinates represent dif f erences in oosit ions hetween the GC O in
(17)
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raap coordinates and the GCP position obtained from transforming
the raw ima g e coordinates without consideration of attitude or
altitude deviations from tn* nominal values.
The attitude anytes are then aoproximated by third degree
pol y nomials	 using orthonormat Leoendre polynomials and the
attitude is a pp roximated b y a first de gree pol ynomial. The
expressions for x and y together with the Legendre ootynomiat
expansions Yield the fottowina matrix equations for deviations
(x i , yi ); Ci=1 9 .9. 90 corresoonaing to GCP's c X and c y .
i
X= X C X + t X
Y : W 	 Cq +ty
E X and F  are vectors reoresentino the errors associated with the
control points& 4  and J  
are matrix functions of F and the
Leoendre pol y nomials enterin g in the expansions. From the above
matrix equations, least-mean-square estimation of c  and 
Y 
can
to computed. These estimates can then be used to compute the
variance of the oropagated registration error. After a somewhat
involved derivation of the registration error as a function of
GCP location it is determined that GC P 's should tie near the four
corners of the image and in some areas o f the left and right
edces of the image where the oositions ,.re a function of the
number of control points.
%
(18)
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Three app roaches to the estimation of edge Locations to
sub-pixel accuracy are presented in a recent paper of Hyde and
Davis [1982]. In two of the approaches, the image is assumed to
be a "grey level" image in which the intensity at each image
point can take on a range of values. A set of pixels is assumed
to have been identified as belonging to an edge which is assumed
to separate two regions. The regions are assumed to have either
constant, but different, grey levels, or grey levels given by two
different but known distributions.
For each pixel ano each possible line passing through the
pixel, the area on each side of the tine is computed. The grey
Level of an edge pixel is assumed to be a weighted linear
combination of the random variables giving the grey levels in the
two regions. The weighting is by the relative area of the pixel
belonging to each region. The ed ge cixets grey levels are
assumed to be independent. If we parameterize the edges by polar
coordinate ( p, 0), then the probaoitity density function for the
observed grey level 'in an edge pixel can be calcutated. This
density is parameterized by (p,o), since we get a different grey
Level mixture depending on how the edge intersects the pixel.
The estimation of the edge parameters, (p90) 9
 
can now to set
up as a maximum likelihood or least s q uares procedure. This is
straightforward to set up since the intensities are independent
random variables with known densities. The likelihood estimate
is d i t f i c u I t to compute numerically and no tests were performed
using this approach.
A simpler ap p roach to the protlem was also invest igated.
The edge was estimated to be the best least squares fit to the
centers of the edge pixels. No use was made of grey Levels in
this a pproach, and no optimality was claimed. A refinement of
att the above methods was also studied. In this refinement,
edges were fit to each of three consecutive points on a tine,
rather than globally fitting as described above.
(19)
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The methods were tested on ten Landsat images in which the
edges consisted of agricultural field boundaries. The edge
pixets were selected using ground truth rather than an edge
detector, as would be necessary in practice. Rands 1 and 4 were
selected, since they tend to be different and independent.
Resu tt s are re ported for least squares fitting using grey teve is
and least squares fitting using pixet centers. Both tocat (three
point) and global fi tti ng exper i ments were performed. For global 	 M
fits, ground truth and estimation results for p and were given.
For local fits the rms errors in g and p were reported. The rms
errors in p were less than one in att cases and the rms errors in
Olin degrees) ranged from about 0 to t2, with results ctustering
about 1.5. The fitting to pixet centers was as accurate as the
edge fitting using grey levels. Thus the use of grey levets did
not appear advisable, due to the additional
	 computational
complexity.
The experimental results of this work are difficutt to
assess because the accuracy is given in terms of p and p rather
1
than in terms of pixels. Gtobat measures of registration
accuracy are not readity computabte from the given data. This is
not a criticism of their methods, but rather indicates the need
for further work before their study can be ade quately assessed.
No analysis of the p robabilistic properties of the estimated
registration transformations are given in this work. We believe
that an analysis of this type is feasible for methods simitar to
those used in this study.
	 Such an analysis could provide a
useful basis for the evaluation of algorithms for registration
with subpixel accuracy.
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Two hesic app roaches to sub-p ixel registration accurac y are
uiscussed in a recent survey [WoLfe and Juday 1 08?3 on
registration. !n the first approach, the correlation between two
im4ats is interpolated and its maximum is taken to he the offset.
In th ,! second a pproach, patches in the two images are matched to
the nearest p iae l using correlation, and a map p ing function is
fit to these matches. The success of this method is based on the
assump tion that the errors if. Local patch fits are random and
tend to cancel.
Various ap proaches have been taken to the interpolation of
the correlation function. Fitting of lower order ;;olynomials to
the correlation function is one common methoc!. Both bivariate
and fourth-order polynomials have been used for this purpose.
Fitting is commonl y oone over a small neighborhood, up to 5x5e
the order of the p, , ir,omiaL can be allowed to vary. The quality
of the peak in an interpolateo correlation function can he
evaluateu in terms of the curvature at the peak and the heicht at
the peak.
Severat variations to the above ap p roaches have been tried.
.:ivariate gaussians rather than p olynomials have been used for
fitting; eltiotical cones have also been studied. The centroid
of the correlation surface has also been considered as an
estimate of image offset. As a final a pproach, the image offset
can be estimated by the phase function in the correlation
transform. The offset can be directly calculated from the phase
if the correlation function is symmetric, which unfortunately may
not ue the case.
The above methods are not based on any theoretical model of
the correlation process. As a result• t h e accuracy of
interp olation depends largely on the surface fitted to the
correlation.	 experimental studies do not p rovide an adequate
basis for a clear com parison of these methods at this time.
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Interest in performing image registration using feature
matching methods is growing in the image processing community.
The temporat stability of edge locations is considerably better
than that of grey levels for a wide variety of scenes.
Correlation of images filtered for edge enhancement may be
regarded as an intermediate ste p between traditional corretation
methods and more symbolic feature matching. in this section we
examine some issues in edge based image matching. We think work
along these directions could shed considerobte tight on the
nature of sub-pi:et accuracy and the design and evatuation of
atgorithms to achieve it.
The study of sub-pixel accuracy in registration may
profitabty be divided into two areas of research. First, how
such information about sub-p ixel accuracy is contained in a pair
of images. Second, how atgorithms can be designed to achieve
sub-pixel accurac y • In port A of this section we deat with the
first topic, and in part 8 with the second.
I
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The	 information content of	 ed,,e pixels
	 is	 of	 considerabte
i -MpertaMce
	 for	 several	 reasons.	 Knowtedge	 c 	 the	 maximum
registration accuracy
	 attainable gives
	
a benchmark	 by	 which	 to
evaluate	 algorithms,	 it	 can	 reveal
	 situations
	
in	 which	 it	 is
fruitless
	
to p ursue the
	
sus-pixel
	
problem,	 and	 it	 may	 give	 rise
to	 more
	 accurate registration	 algorithms.
The design of	 models	 for	 feature
	
based matchin g is at	 a much
more p rimitive
	 Leval than	 is th	 modeling	 of grey
	 scale
	 images.
4	 variety
	 of	 random	 field	 modals
	
are	 currently	 in	 use	 in	 the
study	 of	 qrey	 scale	 images.
	 Though	 there	 is	 considerabte
question	 as	 to the usefilness of
	 these models,
	
they	 have	 proved
useful
	 as a	 study	 point	 in	 the
	 analysis	 of	 the	 reigstration
process.
We	 confine our moaeting discussion
	
to	 binary	 edge	 images.
Various
	 arguments
	 can	 to made
	 for	 and
	
a gainst
	 such	 a restriction.
On	 the	 positive side,
	 such	 images
	 are
	 easily attainable through	 a
variety
	 of	 edoe	 detection	 techni q ues.	 The	 sim p ticity	 of	 the
image	 greatly	 recuces
	 the	 information
	 content
	 of	 the	 picture,
thus	 allowing	 more	 extensive processing
	 to	 -p atch	 images.	 This
si -p ,-licity	 also	 offers
	 d o p e 	 that	 the	 situation	 can	 be	 analyzed.
On	 the	 ne g ative	 sine,	 the	 relationshi p between th o, binary	 image
and	 the	 oriiinat
	 image	 is	 no	 tonaer	 clear.	 Unless
	
reliable
information	 on	 tha	 accuracy of	 eage	 detectors	 is	 available,	 it	 is
'lif 4 icult
	 to	 evacuate	 the	 accuracy	 of	 the	 binary	 image
registration.
The ob j ection raised above to the use of binary images for
registration can be softened by several factors present in the
tan '!sat context.
	 Registration procedures currently used with
Lan^sit
	
images
	 can resister to within a pixel on a large numter
of scenes.
	 Current attempts at suo-pixet accuracy separate the
registration p rocedure into rough and fine registration, where
rough registration is cone by correlation and
	 fine registration
is done ty interpotation.	 A similar aprroach can be aaopted with
geometric matching.
The exoense of reliable ed4e detection can to reouced
(23)
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considarabty if prior knowted a of ap proximate edge location is
available	 To use such knowled;e,	 a rough regis trot icn	 is
recessary.	 Ore ap proach to resit ration along these tines is to
:er'orm a rough registration usine correlation, ano an ecge
dat;kbxse t ,^  perform edge location	 in a small number of areas
where edges are known to be present. Knowledge of edge
procerties, such as spectral si,rature, together with the edge
location in s ormation available fro g the rough registration, could
greatly enhance edge :Jccuracy, Edge points such as roads could
also be sought * in this constrained edge searching environment•
estimation of edge location accuracy may be plausible.
The p rior edge knowiedae allows us to restrict ourselves to
a very small number of reliable edges.	 In this section we
restrict ourselves to a single edge or a	 pair of pa ► allel
straight edges.	 This restriction is unposed because it is the
natural first step in the analysis of binary edge images.	 In
practice,
	
this condition is enforceable by throwing away all
other edgese
We now come to the fundamental cues tion of this section.
Given a set of p ixels representinc the dicitization of an ecget
to what extent is the exact	 location of	 the edge ceterminec?
This q uestion re q uires some amplification before it	 can to
for-Mated precisely. Do we view a real w^rld ed,e as having
thickness or as an ideal ' ine segment? which pixels represent an
edge?	 If an ideal line segment intersects a pixel very near a
corner, should that pixel indicate an ecge point? Should false
edge points be allowed? Though these considerations are somewhat
obvious• the specific model ado p ted can greatl y affect the course
of analysis.
.+e first consider the noise free -nedel.	 :n this casee
	
each
pixel whic h is set to one must contain at least part of an edge.
All ether pixels are set to zero.	 4'ote that we have not said
that each p ixel which contains cart of an edge -gust be set to
one, only its converse. Tnus we allow +or the possibility that
our samp ling mechanism requires that an edge be at least a
certain distance into a pixel before the p ixel is set to ones
--j
(24)
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As a first ste p toward a more careful formutation of our
basic question, we ask what it means for two line segments to to
close. There are many definitions which coutd be isea, but 	 we
must recall	 that •hatever definition is adopted must b ,: useful
f or registration.	 Viewin, tine segments as s e t s 9 the standard
definition of distance oetween	 sets (minimum distance between
pairs of points, one ir. each set), appears useless, oecause of
	
the possibte wide variation in line position among tines ctcse in 	 i
this sense.	 Simitarty, viewing lines as parameterized by polar
or cartesian cocrdinates, we can define closeness in terms of
nearness c  the corresponding parameters. This also pan result
in considerable separation between ti nes unless tine segment
tencths are -x ticitly considered.
Se-,erat feasible definitions of time segment 	 closeness can
be given. -me now describe one ap p eatirg measure. Let L1 and L2
denote two continuous (not di gitat ) t in 	 segments.	 For each
oix?l xE L 11, Let dl ( x) cenote the Fuctidean distance from x to the
nearest
	
point	 in L2.	 Similarly, for vEL2 , let 02(y) den,)te the
distant', from y to t he nearest coint in Ll . Let
D 	 mox dl(x)
x E Ll
D 2 = Tax d2(y)
ye L2
ano	 C = max 0,42 ) .
Then D is a measure of tine closeness w h ich guarantees that tines
never ,Pt far arart in the sensc, tna; no print on either tine	 is
very far from the ether tine. For a pair of tine segments given
in cartesian coordinates, formutae for this measure can be easily
der ivea.
Severe L Foss itte definitions of	 c toseness	 have	 been
p resented.	 Jt tnese the Last was characterized as feasible fcr
resistration.	 This	 statement	 reouires	 some	 justification.
(25)
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,,uo.ocse we have observed o set of p ixels re p resenting an edge.
Assume furthermore ti.:; any two real edges • which could have
ca6sed this set of nixets to he set to one, can be p roven to be
ctc,sr in the above sense.	 What can we say about the true
tocaticn cx the line in the imaee? Recall that the segment we
are ct,serving di g itally is known to eorrespona to a straight
SPi,ment, P.n., a s e ct i on o f road between two intersectionse
we wish to determine a rigid map p ing from the road segment
into the image. Sup pose we require the maoping to send the road
se, ,nent center into the center of one of the p ossible lines going
throu g h the observed p ixels.	 Suppose we further require the
ma pp ing to send a whole interval surroundin g the road center to
an interval surrounding the line se g ment center. Then it can be
shc.wn that if any two feasible lines are sufficiently close by
cur cistance m e asure no t h en the maximum registration error can
Le made less than a pixel and in fact the error can be bounded.
E vPn in the simple situation  described above, the hard oart
of the task	 re-wains.	 Given a set of oixets how does one
cete.-Tine the maximua distance hetwPen feasible lines. A related
question which is of vital 	 importance in this area is the
following:. Is it tru e that for most tine se:^+Pnts which could be
rtaced on a sampling grid, the resulting set of oixets is rigid?
ity rigid, we m ean that the set of feasible tines f or that segment
.,re close. A further question of greater practical importance is
r.h.,t	 len g th and directional	 prooerites of	 a tine	 segment
Guarantee rioic'ity'	 Finally, how can ,a set of tine segments be
selected to Guarantee rigidity if sinole segments are unreliable?
The answers to tre above questions are not yet available,
tut we are currently investigating t hese questions under another
research g rant rhASA Subcontract L2CCC811, we hrie f ly describe a
wethcd of attack which we consider to be 	 f ruit f ul.	 A line	 is
ri - i-	 if	 slight changes in its location wilt re-tult in a change
in tC+e set of pixels taki.+g the value one. 	 We	 are currently
attPmoting to show that certain relations between the line tenoth
.;MC the
	 line an g le guarantee ri g idit y . Roug hly s p eakin g , the
conditions guarantee that the tine runs near the corn e rs of
(26)
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several
	
pixels.	 furthermore, the pattern is aaproximately
atternatin3 in that the line goes near a lower corner of a pixetr
then near ion upaer corner, then near a lower corner, etc.
	
These
corners may ue se p arated by several pixels.
lower
tvwai	 uppCr
This concition can oe formulated in terms of certain basic
functions occuring in elementary number theory. The statement
that th e condition holds most of the time is related to some
basic results in orobabilistic num be r theory.
(27)
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The cub-pixel edge location information present in a binary
edce has been d!isucssed. Wt no t , consider the question of how to
extract this in formation. -he orobtem may be subdivided into two
^;arts. First, fora given binary edge, how can the set of
feasible candidates for the true edce be determined. Second, how
shculd one candidate be selected from this set as an ootimat
estimate. T he detailed study of these questions is currently
underway as part of a NASA g rant [NASA Subcontract L20008139
The determination of the set of feasible edge locations
based on an observed binary edge is a complex geometric problem,
even in the ootimat case where all observed edge pixels realty
cetong to an edge. In this case, one could rouahty fit an edge
to the pixels us i n g som e method such as least snuares• and then
werturb the edge tilt it oasses through the desired oixPts. If
,ixel errors are aLtowed, then the edge might be constrained to
ao through at Least a certain percentage of the pixels.
Once a sinnte feasible line is Located, the line can be
j:erturbeo to estimate bounds on the ed ge location. The precise
manner in which these perturbations should be done must be
determined by a detailed g eometric analysis of the orobtem, which
is currently under way. It reliable bounds can be found on the
variation in eege location, then several aoproaches to the
selection of an optimal edge can be adopted. First, one can
define a distribution on edge locations, and compute the exoected
edge location. Due to the tack of information as to a reasonable
distribution, a second a pproach may be p referabte. In this
a pp roach, the "most central" tine is located. This tine is that
feasible line which has the smallest maximum distance to the
ctrer feasible lines. This can he made precise in several ways,
out the comoutational p rocedure for locating this line will
derend heaoily en the geometry of the set of feasible lines.
The feasibilit y of these geometric methods cannot be
assessed at this time. They offer p romise because they are based
on a modet o f the relationship between binary imanes and edge
Locations. The major experimental study necessary to tune the
moue( is an analysis o f the retationship between observed edge
pixets and real ed es. The primary quantity to be estimated is
the cercentaae of detecteu ed ge oixets which are true ecge
4.ixPts. ' his quantity minht be estimated as a function of ecae
anc- te. len;th and content (road, field, etc.).
T ho study of edge location coutu be extendea to more comotex
fi_,ures such as intersections, or strips such as wide roads.
ORIGMAL
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In 3natyrirc; the ^:robkem of attaininn sut-aixel accuracy• we
Tust First
	
ask whether,	 under g p neral	 conditions,	 sub -pixel
acc^.racy	 is ac l-iPvacle with a reasonaole aegree of confidence; a
reg :tive answer renters all othar nuestions moot. 	 Assuming a
p ositive answer,	 the anal y sis can be divided into two p arts: a
stu''y	 of	 existin:: atr_,orithms,	 and	 the	 develop-ent of	 new
3l_:crith-ns which satisfy certain conditions of optimality.
!n performing the above analysis, one of three	 (not
nec-ssarily	 disjoint) methods can be apClie:l.	 The first is a
trill-and-error-Ly-ex p erimantatio n approach, in which "real" data
are uses:	 'or the experi^ients.	 This method is the	 least
s3tis f yin_:,	 since without a deeper un^erstaniino of the problem
(wh ich is exerrlified tv a modeU	 real analysis	 is	 hardly
p ossible.	 However, it is reasonatle to test al g orithms on such
real data.
:n t ^ seconn m p thait	 ,%eceI	 is hnotnesizeus	 The
consequences c` the Rocet are	 deriveI via simulations.	 An
i m G; ^:rta r t a-'vantace of this method is that relatively comp Iicatea
moa-'ts can t^e stul ied.
ThP tnirl method also involves a mcdel f	however	 this tirr.e
all results are derived an.Aytically.	 -o guarantee tractability,
only simple models can to considered. Sometimes the model Rust
tie simpli f ied to the	 extent	 t`! at	 the	 very	 qualities of	 the
p roblem which lead tc funda:r.entat uifficulties are assumed out of
exi stence.	 71 t	 if one feels that the model does capture the
essential Matures of the problem, then this analytic methou 	 is
suc?rior	 to the	 others.	 It	 tan	 lead to dee p er insiihts and
su p erior a L %rithms 9
The work currently teing cone is restricte4! to thr last two
methods, with an emphasis on the last one. The model used, and
the analysis oerformed f are extensions of the work done by Novak
C1	 1;.	 H  ccnsiderec the crctlem of finding an edge, of Known
sha^e, in a yrvy level cicture. 	 T n i s is essentially the sane	 as
(30)
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matchin g
 a binary image to a grey level image. Novak assumed the
pixel grey levels are statistically independent, and within the
homogeneous regions se p arated by the edge, are identically
distributed.
To determine the location of the edge within the pixel,
Vovak assumes that the ed3e pixels have the same .distribution as
the other pixels, but with a mean which is a convex combination
of the means of the pixels in the two homogeneous regions. The
weights reflect the percentage of the edge pixel residing within
each homogeneous region. Using this mo ►±el Novak finds the MLE of
the weights, which determine the location of the edge.
Because this method requires a knowledge of the means within
each homogeneous region - these means are unknown - Novak
recommends fitting a biquadratic surface to the nine correlation
points centereo at the coint with maximum correlation. The peak
of this surface determines the sub-pixel match points
S. gejgmmgnagg h2rk
Usin g
 computer simulations we recommend determining whether
sub-pixel accuracy is attainable. Because this problem would be
studied via simulations, rather than analytically, a complicated
underlying model can be assumed. Rather than two homogeneous
regions, we coulo allow many such re gions, with grey levels
varying linearly over each region. Ed ge pixels would be assumed
to be convex combinations of the grey levels of the neighboring
pixels, rather than simply their means. We would also allow
statistical dependence of pixel grey values within regions,
maintaining inaependence from region to region. Note that we are
allowin g
 only translation errors between the two images.
Assuming favorable results from the simulation experiments,
we would proceed to analytically study current matching
algorithms. The model used is similar to the one described
above, the difference being that the covariance between pixels of
a region wi It take a simpler form in the present case.
The algorithms would be analyzed asymptotically far four
ORIGINAL PAG*m !,^
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reasons.
	
First, asymptotics are easier to deal with, hence more
comolicated models can be treated. Second, images contain enough
pixels to make asym ptotics reasonably valid • although how many	 f
are "enough" should be looKed into. Third, asymptotics are often
independent of underlying distributions ( e. g .• the Central Limit
Theorem), hence results are valid for a	 large	 class	 of
distributions.
	
And fourth,	 it	 is an axiom of statistics that
estimates should behave properly in the limit, hence the results
5
of matching algorithms should ap proach the correct point as the
size of the image increases.
Lastly we would seek to devise new algorithms based on the
insights gained in the above work. It is clear that in general
biquadratic interpolation does not behave properly in the limit —
in fact this remark probably applies to any polynomial surface.
The appropriate interpolating surface should be determined by the
autocorrelation structure of the image, and in fact should peak
at the same point as the likelihood surface over the image. It
should be kept in mind that implicitly we are assuming that we
can only see the (continuous) correlation surface at a discrete
number of points, and that a second oreler Taylor series expanded
about the maximum point is valid over the entire 3x31 neighborhood
of that point.
This assum ption is not always valid, and in fact there has
been some confusion in the field abcut the relationship among
Least squares estimates, maximum likelihood estimates, 	 and
correlation when the underlying distritution is Gaussian. it is
assumed they are the same. This is not true in general, and we
recommend a thorough study of their relationships uncer various
conditions.
(32)
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4e now oescribe a general stochastic model un gerlyinq and
extendinc the framework of Nostafavi and Smith {781 and allowing
mathematical f ormulation of one form of the problem of sub-pixet
accurac y of ima ge registration. We sup pose that over a region of
interest	 there exists a reference g rey level fietd Z 	 (x) (x is
,, point (x,y) in the ctane),	 including noise, which may he
mocelted as a (strictl y ) stationary random field, i.e., a
collection of random variables all of whose joint distributions
rerr,ain invariant unr'er translation of the otane origin. The
remotely sensed grey tev-t field is modelled as the sum ZS (x)
Z D (x) + ^1(x), where	 ZD (x) is a distorted form of Vx )
( yostafavi ana smith considered the case of affine "geometric"
cistortion Z D (x) = Z R ( Ax + b) where A is a Zx2 matrix) and N (x)
is a stationary noise field assumed independent of (ZD(x),ZR(x)).
..e further assume that ZD and Z  are joint ty stationary (have
jointly transtation-invariant statistics) and that the fields ZD,
Z R , N have means (i.e., means have been subtracted away) and
known (or estimabte) covariance functions
F0 (t) = Cov(Z R (x),ZR (x + t)? (for x,t in the plane)
1 ( t) = Cov{ Z D (x), ZD (x + t)}
o (t) = CoviZ (x),	 (x + t )}01 — 	R — `b — —
P (t) = Cov 4C4(x),N(x + t)?
(which do not de pend on x because of stationarity).
"loreover, 7 S ( • ) is	 (due to the di g ital transmission of
senscr imaoes) for practical pur p oses only observed at lattice
points (x0 + jh, y 0 + kh) in the elane, where (x 0 ,y0 ) is an unknown
cftset from the origin of the reference imaqe, h is the width of
one pixel, and j and k are inte g ers. In this setting the problem
of ima ge re g istration is to recover (estimate) (xo ,yo ) from the
observations of 7R (x) over a large reference area and of I (x)
over a much smaller area M in the plane. The statistics most
often used for this estimation are the	 offset	 empirical
(33)
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C	 _	 E	 ZS(lh,mh)ZR((1 + j)h,(m +k)h)j,k	 (1,m)EM0 	 (l ,m) points in window MO
where r10 is a subset of we Cmostafavi and Smith assume all fields
Gaussian, which we do not, and uo not deal with the discrete
aspects of pixels).
There is extensive probability literature (see references)
showing that for very large windows A (i.e.e in the limit of
infinite window size), sum — statistics of the form Cj clonsidered as
r
processes on the integer Lattice in the plane are asymptoticatLy
Gaussian (as processes, and not simoLy as random variables) under
various assumptions on the rate of decay of dependence among grey
Levels in groups of pixels which are widely se parated. For this
reason, our model problem is to recover • (xo,yo) as best we cen
from knowledge of RD eR0f P 1 ,R 2 and observation of C. Iqr all jek in
(some subset of ) N09 Note that we seek not sim p ly to- detect the
"best" (jek) — offset approximating (xa ey0 ) be but to estimate (x0
, y 0 ) itself. Cur criterion of performance will therefore be the
probability that an estimated offset (X #Y) differs from the true
(x 0 ,yo ) by more than a distance (expressed for examp le as a
fraction of a pixel width).
.a
(34)
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MCLURIN6 MAUI
From the survey of published
registration accuracy t presented in
be seen th,-at little has been written
registration accuracy. We recommend
following aspects of subpixel accurs
work on the analysis of
the p roceeding payesp it may
on the analysis of subpixel
research be performed on the
Cy.
• A study of the feasible registration accuracy
attainable using binary edges for matching.
• A study of sub pixel accuracy in images consisting
of reo ions with Linearly  varying mean grey levels
using correlation methods.
• An extension of the random field model of Mostafavi
and Smith to the non-Gaussian subpixel case.
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